Genuine Accessories

As the Sports Hybrid has arrived, Honda’s all-new CR-Z has set a stunning new standard in its class. Working closely alongside the CR-Z’s
development team, Honda Genuine Accessories have unveiled a range of equally stunning Accessories for the dynamic and sporty Hybrid.
As you would expect from Honda, each is developed, tested and manufactured for safety, security and durability in order to meet Honda’s exacting
standards of quality and reliability.
The CR-Z’s Accessories come in four essential themes: metallic, carbon-inspired, illumination and colour. All combining to personalise your vehicle
in a truly individual style.

EXTERIOR
ACCESSORIES
1 Front Sports Grille
It’s sporty enough already, but the looks of the CR-Z will be transformed with
the addition of the Front Sports Grille. Featuring a large 3D mesh in a metallic
silver paint, the grille also matches the integrated grille in the Accessory
Rear Diffuser.
2 Front and Side Skirts
To accentuate your CR-Z’s sporting potential and road-holding abilities,
slim-line Front and Side Skirts add a discrete but focused look. The skirts
come in a black finish and feature a carbon-inspired texture for a true sports
exterior.
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3 Body Styling Stripes
For even more punch, you can add some stylish stripes to your CR-Z with two
finishes available – matte black metallic or matte silver metallic. The Bonnet
Stripes start on the upper front bumper and continue along either side of the
bonnet. The Side Stripes begin on the top of the front fender continuing along
the car’s side.
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4 Door Mirror Covers
The CR-Z’s door mirrors can be integrated with the rest of its stylish design
through the addition of metallic silver covers.

5 Air Intake Garnish
A trendy garnish on the air-intakes – finished in metallic silver – below the front
fog lights will enhance the looks of the CR-Z even further.
6 Front, Side and Rear Trims
Protect your car’s bodywork without giving up any of its looks with Front, Side
and Rear Trims.
7 Front and Rear Parking Sensors
To assist in those extra-tight parking manoeuvres, Parking Sensors at the front
and rear of your CR-Z will issue a warning tone when you are too close to an
obstruction or another vehicle, eliminating the possibility of minor dents or
scratches.
8 A-Pillar Decoration
A decorative addition to the A-pillar integrates perfectly with your CR-Z and is
available in a metallic silver finish.
9 B-Pillar Decoration
Similar to the A-pillar decoration, a stylish
addition for the B-pillar in metallic silver
offers a fashionable add-on.
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Rear Diffuser
Matching the Accessory Front Sports
Grille, the grille in the Rear Diffuser adds
to the stylish lines of the car’s rear and
completes its true sports exterior.
It comes in a black finish, with a
carbon-inspired texture and features an
integrated grille in silver metallic.

Tailgate Spoiler
The addition of the Tailgate Spoiler will enhance
your CR-Z’s lines and emphasise its sporting
pedigree. The Tailgate Spoiler is available in body
colour and features a unique design, with a
discrete centre and slightly protruding side wings.

Tailgate Garnish
A fashionable addition at the rear of
the CR-Z is the Tailgate Garnish
covering the body colour panel below
the rear window. It is available in three
different looks: silver, shiny black and a
red reflector-inspired design.
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INTERIOR
ACCESSORIES
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1 Interior Panels
Black carbon-inspired panels in soft-touch material around the instrument panel and the shift knob
area serve to remind you that the CR-Z is all about sporty driving pleasure.
2 Illuminated Speaker Ring & Door Pocket Illumination
For a trendy high-tech touch, chrome speaker rings send out a subtle but stunning blue illumination
when lit. To complete the stylish illuminated blue interior of your CR-Z, a light behind the interior
door handle adds extra atmosphere.

Elegance Floor Carpet
To continue the sporting style right
down into the floor area, the CR-Z
can be enhanced with Elegance
Floor Carpets. These feature black
banding with carbon-inspired texture
and an embossed metal emblem with
the CR-Z logo.
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Doorstep Garnishes
Step into your CR-Z’s sporty interior via trendy
Doorstep Garnishes, which are offered in stainless
steel with a black, carbon-inspired trim surrounding
the metal inlay. The garnishes are available as
illuminated or non-illuminated.

Front Armrest Console
With additional storage space available
beneath its light-grey sliding cover, the Front
Armrest Console between driver and passenger
will make those longer motorway journeys
more relaxing.

Gearshift Knob
Make those gear changes smooth
and stylish with the addition of a
sporty Gearshift Knob in brushed
aluminium and shiny black
finishes and perforated black
leather with black stitching.
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AUDIO &
ELECTRONICS
2
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1 Solid State Drive (SSD) Navigation
9
For trouble-free navigation to your destination, Honda’s 8GB Solid State Drive (SSD) Navigation system offers optimum
coverage, fast route calculation and top-level connectivity. The unit8is also available with a USB cable and/or a Parking Aid
Camera.
2 Parking Aid Camera
Displayed on the screen of the Honda SSD Navigation system, the Parking Aid Camera adds a visual picture to those restricted
parking spaces, making it even easier to squeeze into even the tightest spots.
3 HFT Bluetooth®
Honda’s easy-to-operate hands-free telephone technology allows you to call in safety and comfort, operating through your
car’s speakers.
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CARRYING &
TOWING
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1 Roof Rack
For further versatility and carrying ability, the Roof Rack is available. With a range of attachments to carry a
bicycle, skis and more, the black Roof Rack will carry loads of up to 50kg.
2 Ski and Snowboard Attachment
This attachment for the Roof Rack will accommodate up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards, and features an
anti-theft lock for additional security.
3 Top Box
To increase your loading capacity, the Top Box fits on the Roof Rack, offering a generous volume of 350l with
loads up to 50kg and comes with an anti-theft lock.

UTILITY
1

1 16” Magnet
Diamond-cut A surface with clear coat and black pearl windows.
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2 Trunk Tray
To transport wet and muddy active gear the Trunk Tray has been designed to fit the CR-Z’s cargo area perfectly and
keep it well-protected.
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6 AUDIO & ELECTRONICS - ALLOY WHEELS
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1 Cargo Mat
To protect the original carpet in the CR-Z’s trunk area, a perfectly-shaped Cargo Mat is available.
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2 17” Electra
Diamond-cut A surface with clear coat and black pearl windows
featuring a special center cap with carbon-inspired texture.
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TRUNK &

To complete the CR-Z’s stylish make-over, two styles of Honda Genuine Alloy Wheels are
available. Because they are made by Honda, you can be assured that these Alloys have been
6 ensure
designed and produced alongside the CR-Z’s development team. This means they will
maximum safety, perfect fit and maintain Honda’s reputation for quality, durability and
reliability…And they look absolutely stunning.

WHEELS
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ALLOY
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3 Tonneau Cover
For additional security and to keep your belongings in the trunk hidden from prying eyes, a tonneau cover will give
you further peace of mind.
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CONTACT
YOUR DEALER

For further information on the CR-Z Genuine Accessories range and their application just pop down to your local authorised Honda
dealer or visit the Honda Accessories website at www.honda-access.com.

Your dealer:

These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is supplied or offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their specifications, including colour, with or
without notice and at such times in such manner as they think fit. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained
in this brochure. This publication shall not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person. All sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer concerned subject to
and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sales and Warranty given by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained from him/her on request. Whilst efforts are made to ensure
specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in
some isolated cases the provision of a particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details with the supplying Dealer or Distributor, especially if your model selection is
dependent upon one of the features advertised.

Honda Access Europe N.V. Industriezone Noord V, Wijngaardveld 1, B-9300 Aalst, Belgium - www.honda-access.com

